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PREFACE

The Research on Evaluation Program is a NorthwestEegional
Educational Laboratory project of research, development, testing,
and training designed to create new evaluation methodologies for
use in education. This doci1nent is one of aseries.of papers and
reports,produced by-program staff,_ visiting scholars, adjunct
scholars, and project collaborators--all members of a cooperative
network of c011eagues working on the development of new
'methodologies.

:What is the nature of the cost.analyais services previded-b-
Laboratory to .its. clients? What.typesof cost., procedures
used And-llow:Mi4htLabotatory-Service be improved? These:
guestiOns are addresSed'in this report summarizes15

0'. exaMfampmExpet-idallisis-serviOm stpdieS and points to_ see

cases wheremore-advanced cost analytic. techniques might inak_
.beeh'eMployed,

Nick L. Smith, Editor
Paper and Report' SerIes
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Costs have-long been an important consideration in

educational-programming.- Only recently, however; have systematic

cast analysis methodologies been applied in educational

evaluation. This report identifies and documents the application

cost methodologies within evaluaticin and service, projects,

conducted by Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL)

staff from 1977-1982. It also:clarifieS client cost needs

points to cost training and technical assistance needs of NWREL-
_

Staff. Fifteen cost projects were identified-and reviewed to
r .

(1) identify the 'decision Situation, (2) describe., the cost

methodology, and (3) critique the applic on of cost analysis..
fi

\Procedures'

Studies to be_reviewed were identified in several ways.
,

First, all NWREL staff who attended cost analysis wprkshop can :

February 3, 1983, conducted by Randall Eberts (University of

Oregon econom_ t) , were-asked whether they had been or were

currently involved in any studieedealing with the costs of a

program. If the staff member responded affirmatively, a copy

the projedt report was secured and an interview was scheduled.

Staff were also asked to identify other, s who might'be involved in.

cost studies. All identified cost studiestwere incluqed in

case report. Further, the list of identified cases was reviewed

' by. two NWREL administrators to confirm that no major cost studies
v,

bad been omitted.

Initially, a copy of the published report f each cost'study

was obtained from the Principle Investigator (PI) and abstracted

according to a standard combined abstracting and interview form...

A copy of this form is located in Appendix A. At_ the

infoiMation that could not be'determined from the written report

was elicited (e.g , client and evalhator satisfaction) and, the



accuracy of abstracted answers was cheCked Prom these
. .

informationl a case study of the original report was

and presentedt0 the PI for reaction

Thecompleted case studies were then sorted into catego

according to type of cost problem; Four categories were

jderitified: (I) cost comparisons Oetween two or more programs or

-tities, (2) cost descri pion of a single program ge entity,

(3) budget and planning and: (4), policy -analyses.

Case Descriptions
r

The first category consists of Cases which simply compared

costs of alternative programs or entities- In Cask 1, the-CoSts

three alternative pupil transportation Systems were comp
-

cases 2 and°3 .compared posts of independeni-versus'cooperatiye
_

pupil transpiortatiop system 'although only cosh for the

cooperatives were d lineated Case 4 looked at costs of

compenSatory edubatioh programs, While case 5 looked atthe

of student activity programs.
_

The.second qategory cases contain desctiptions of thez.cos

for a given program or entity T ioally, studies of this so

were conducted to depict an

description of the costs of running that program.-Cases 6 and 7

existi1g prOgfam, and they included a

fell within this, category. In theSe,cases, The PI abstracted

existing cost records and tabulated-the total cost of the

program. Case 6 looked at the cost of educating special

populations; andCase 7 look4d at the cost of educating refugee c

students. Case 8 describes a series of reporti referred to as

Adopter's Guides." Adopter's guides are provided to school

personnel when a program is proposed... .Each guide describes he

step-by-step 'procedures of setting up and running the 'prOgram,

and often includes'a rudimentary description of the expected

costs the program will incux. Methods of cost analysis used

these reports range from a verbal discussion of costs to a

detailed tabulation of program costs.



The third category, is calledpudgets and planning. It served

a catch-all and included a variety Of studies, each of which

outlined a budget plan. Case 9 provided an expenditure analysis

of stateeducational funds which would enable chief state.schodl

officers to better explain schoclopenditures to taxpayers. A

follow-up study analyzed state-hi-state expenditures for.

states Case. 10 desaribed a four-step study that suggested

changes in a state schobl financ&formula. Interestingly, this

case involvedworkWith'an advisory citizens' committee who'

geperatedralternatives for finance allocation. These

alternatives were subsequently ainiaated bylaboratory staff so

that the citizens' committee.c01.04see probable effects:of their

recommendations. I A Case 11 detailed budget formulas were

developed for use in determining equitable distribution of funds

for Compensatory education proggvs.

The, fourth category is calladpcaicy.analysia.- The.:cases in

this dategorY provided theoreticalAiscussions of policy changes

which affect school functioning. Case 12 describes the effects

of the elementary and-Secondary Education consolidation Act of

1981 on state education agency (SEA); policy. The paper was to

*provide chief state school officers with alternative methods for

dealing with policy changes required by the act. Cases 13 and 14

looked at implications for school funding which, resulted from the

'passage of Propbsition 13 in California and the One Percent
4

Initiative in Idaho, respectively. The purpose of these papers

was to alert*Schooltpersonnel tofunding changes caused by the

proposition and the' initiative. Finally, Case -15 further

discussed implications for schoolainding resulting from the

passage of proposition 13 and tliOre Percent Initiative.

Table 1 summarizes the cases contained within these four

categories. For, each case, the Wowing are identified; report

title, Client, year af the study,[Oget allocated to the Study,

length of time to compete the study, and length of the report.



Categor

la

itlmad

Table

DiStriet 'Ovirielaiip vs, Contracting for Pubil Transportation
6

Sotvices: An knalysi6

,Digtia0WarShiP

Wins; UPdate

ntrac ing for Pupil Transportation

Time in Nurra_r
Client Year Budget months page$

LEA 1980 5,000

.1902 5,000

plool Report and RecOninenendations; e St vens Area Transport- SEA, LEA 1979 16,000

21108 CooperatiVe-Veasi:_bility Study

Ploal Report and Reconsgrziendations;,Yelm Area School Bes
Cooperative Feasibility .v 'Study ..

Mit SeoondarY 401ys pis *
lost rePresentS lest than 5% of this major-study)

A Analysis of the Cot of Student ictivity grams:,

ntal Report

SEA, 'LEA 1979 24,000

SEA

LEA'

The Education of 5pkia Aral Populations in the Northwest and CSSO

Ilawi A Regional Lep oiction Study

,9 Education of SdoW-nast Asian Refugee Students in the LEA

Porthwest and

(iter's Guides

48, Expenditure Ar241Y--vsis ; Highlights

itotana Foundation ud ; Final 1te port:

C5S0

1982 300,000.

.1901 5,000.

198 ,o0b

1981 13,500

1900 7,500

1978 75,000

stPaotars and F64-1' d Al _location in Ore§on Migrant' Education SEA '1982

['Oros VI

%Elementary and Seco-ondary Education Consolidation Act of CSSO

1921; SEA Policy Optio_ons

611fornia:antrProposit =ion 13;.$, A Brief Anal. sis esso.

lttief Analysis of the _-"Imiplementation of Idaho's-.1% initiative CSSO

Ay Property Ta.$ 11m1tat Lions Wan t Limit Everyone's Taxes.

LEA Edu no Agency

SEA State Educ Non' Agency

CSSO = Chief etaoSohOol Officers
NA Not Availa lo

NA NA

1981 .5,000

1979 1,666

1979 1,666' :6

1979 1,666

53

102

69

101

17



Categorization Rationale

.The. preSent-categorization procedure shOuld be viewed as

tentative. Initially, an.attempt was made to categdri,ze the

studies according to'four common cost analysis procedures:' cost

benefit, cost effectiveness, cost feasibility, and cost utility.

However, it soon beaame apparent that the Lab studies were not in

ceeping.with,this categbrical-schemw. -Insteadk the studiet fell

more naturally into the four Categories ,discussed'aboip.

In some Cases, however, alternative categorizations are

possible. :For exaMple,.:thefirstthreecases could be considered

'cost feasibility stud -yes. One reason.for'thiSpossible

a.lternative categorization is that each of these cases describes

program Costs egainstwhicha cost ceiling May be compared. That

if there was an, established 'upper cost limit beyOnd which a.

ogram-would ne'longer. be considered feasible;-then.the-case

,woUld'technicallY be considered a cost feasibility:StudY'.

HOWever, for the purpOses of this review, it was decided not to

.,classify these studies as,feasibilitystUdies, since the cost

feasibility of the Program or-alternative programs-is never

explicitly broached by. any Of'the:reports. In no case was an

outer limit or cost standard ever, set as a determ

feasibility of a program.

These same three cases could also be conceptualized as cost

effectiveness studies. In assessing the costs of alternative

transportation systems, it was assumed that each alternative

would provide equivalent servicese.g.', would transport students

to and from school. Given this implicit assumption, one could

gue that a cost-effectiveness ratio was reported when costs

were tabulated because the denominator'was equal inn cases.

Again, however, it was decided that effectiveness data must be

explicit before a case would be considered a cost-effectiveness

nant

study.

One observation that stems from this discussion to
tentative nature of the categorization proCedure is that, in some

-cases, more elegant cost analyses cduld'have been applied to the

existing data. Cost effectiveness or coSt feasibility analysis



been applied ti-=e three cases juat
possible' under7-uilization ofxisting

These- cases simply. describe program cost
records.- It seems likely that in th

. .were also ateastres of program effect-iv
. . 7

a exami-ned In ,r elation ito the program costs. Both
. . - .

grams were widely implemented, federally funded .

cussed . Other.

data ar Cases

derived from
same archival,

es sthat

educaticonalprograms which 12,id to .be, continually acabunta le`for! s
f ullairiq 9UrPOSeS In adclitini the -Ad opterls. GuideS,, which- `

e how ko. measure progrf-=4ram .effects,. as well as how .to
, ,_

ost'e, could readily have linked the measures of
tips to they cbst esimates for future evaluative -_

purpo %ef co such linkage wa=ms. fOund in any of the reviewed
Guide. Virally, Case 4, wiich provided an evaluation model,

based on Olotirxg data, failed .to,capitalize on available cost

and erfecOata. This case' have encouraged schools to
stanclqrqiueprograM implementation so that the availaiall data
could be joierpreted as a opt effectivenesa-ratio.

liant asks far. end really only wantst --a simple
de cr tis n of program misted then an abstracting 'of archival

L

records obtain a listAng oaf these costs _is appropriate. If
sks which progran=a provides the most-, effect for the
then a cost--e> fctiveness" or cost-benefit analysis

ap ,ro late. In the revi wed cases, cost questions were
always aitele, and in turn tle selected cost analysis methods

rctAgiately either clecriptiv.e or comparative.

raustion is, %My were simple (e.g. , descriptive )= cbst
questions crasis ently posed in lieu of mare elegant (e.g.

effectiverges or benefit) cci t _questions, especially when these
exlviples Ow that in many eses existing data could have been
anal yeel uelq a more elegarilL cost method. To answer this.-
question, is necemsary to explore the- processes _which uftelerl e

fc3rxiin ation- of the origlial cost' uestion posed by the

least



-

4 -

educator or client- It is this-question that °determines t

seldction of a cost analysis meth
s _

Discussions with haluators and review of tie cases suggest'

ee factors which 'contribute tO the formulation of-a cost

question by an 2ducator:
_ =

1. Is the educatdr/client familiar with cost analysis methods?
If the client is unaware of the full range of possible cost
methods andrelated questions that could be asked,'then_only
the lowest- level,'most intuitively obvious, cost questiOns
can be v rbalized (e.g.,-what does the program cost?):,

. Does the client want to know the relationship of costs t_
-effects? Wouldthat be- useful infOrmation for programmatic
decision making?

,.
-- Li.

...

collect effects data'(e.g., are the data already available?
is it possible to collect such lasts? etc.)?

- 4=
A flowchart depicting combinations of these cost factors and

their possible effects On the formulation of a cost question by

the client',Is proVided in Figure 1. It should-be noted this

flowchart-ip.predicated dpon_thsrassumption that- the eValuator As

trained in the use of cost methOds. Whileikf'some cases this

assumption may be unfounded, the iSSne of'evaluator training

needs in the areafoffoost,analysii is beyond the scope, of the

present paper and will net bediscussed'here. (For a1 discussion

Mining needs; see Gray, P. and SMith;V. Needs

Assessment Summar Cost Anal sic Folic- Anal sis and Other

Evaluation Methods Report No. al of the Paper_and Report Series

the Research on Evaluation Program, Ni I..)

First,; let us look at this case where the client is

knowledgeable about cost analysis methods and can verbalize =cos

questions that - elicit the desired information about hip/her
. *

grdgram. Referring to the-flowchart in ,Figure 1, in the first

situation (l) ;the= client knows about postanalysis methods,

-wants to relAte program costs to program ?defects, and the data
.

or can be made, available. Here,the solution is clear: The
-

evaluator should assist the educator in obtaining'the desired



Is the client knowledgable Is there a need to relate

about cost analysis methods effects or outcomes to

(and can theiefore' ask costs?

knowledgable Cost questions?)

. IS a cbst-effeciiveness Evaluator's Ftole

'pr cost-benefit-study_

doable?

NO

YES

Carriout:request

. _

.Investigate alter-

native -methods

-v. carry-out r@quest

Assist in verbaliza-

tion of dost.guestion

-- and eondect-stedy

Assistin verbaliza-

tion of cost question

and investigate

alternative Methods

- -

Assistin verbaliza-

tion of cost question

4'41'

alternatiiie methods

Figure Factors affectin oice of gist



information using the Appropriate cost method. It seems

unli ely, however, that this s ation occurs often, given the

paucity of cost7effectiveness cost-benefit research.evidenced

in educational settings.

In the second situation (2 the client it knowledgeable-

t cost, analysis methods, -can ask sophisticated cost

questions, and would use the information supplied by a

t-effectiveness or cost benefit analysis. ever,, some

effects data are perdeived as unavailable. Here the

evaluator should explore plausible alternative data collecti

. ..modes (e.g., use of archival data o non-obtrusive measures),

-and/or suggest an al-ternative cost analysis method (e.g., cost

utility-in lieu of cost effectiveness), If there is a need for = a

information about program effects and program costs, eh-the

information provided by a simple description of program costs
c

would clearly'beinadequate. Cost utility analysis might be a

reasonable alternative that would' make clesely approximate the

type of information desired by, the educator.

In the thikd situation-(3),-the client is aware of cost

analysis methods, but only needs simple descriptive information

about the program._ the evaluator should supply the

-requested descriptive' information.= There is no need to explor

the possibility of conducting a cbst-effectiveness study, since

the generated information would not be of use to -`the client.

Consider now- the case where the client is unfamiliar with

Cost analysis Methods. Consequently,. cost questions that would

elicit desVed information cannot be verbalized. The elvaluator

can act in two ways in this situation. One,.the educa 's

initial,costquestions can be taken at face_vilue,:assumbng that

the corresponding cost-methodology will pzovide the desired

answers. Cr , it can be recognized that a cost questiOn cannot be

knowledgeably poised when the types of cost analysis thods-are

not understood. Here the evaluator should help the client better

undeZatand the'available -c methods prior to_ facilitating: the

'verbalization of, a cost question. It is presumed that most

evalu rs would assume- this latter role if appropriate and

within the realm of the' e tor's ability.
9



In the-fourth-situation (4), the client is unaware4oT,co

analysis methods, but knows that information about 'the

-relatiOnshiP of effects to-costs is needed for Aomelipurpose
- ,

(e.g.-, program decision making).- Given that cOntlitions=are

reasonable for a cost- study, it is the responsibility of

evaluator tt5 assist-the client'in-conceptualization of cost

methodsi formulation of an appropriate cost question, and conduct

f-the study.

In ihe `fifth situation (6) , conditions are not conducive for

effectiveness or cost benefit study. After teaching the

educator about the: various Cost analysis methods, the evaluator

should explain how cost feasibility or cost utility methods will

provide more information than would a simple description of.

program costs.

Finally, in the sixth. situation (6), while helping the client

understand cost analysis methods it is found that the client i

not interested in relating cost information to outcome -_.

fnforMation. Ih this situation,_alternative research methods,

:suchas.cost-feasibility or simple cost description, should be

suggested.

When considering future of cost analysis methods

educational- evaluat is important to'understand how these

factors affect the formulation of cost questions by educators.

As noted ih this review, applications of cost effectiveness and

Cost benefit methods .are infrequently7found in edUcational

evaluation. If this is because educators do-not know hoW to sal(

such cost questions, then 'efforts should `be extended to educate
.

educators about these,cost methods. If it in. because there is

little need for information about the-relationship of program

effects'and,program costs, then the utility of these methods for

educational evaluation should be-questioned. Finally,- if it is -.

bedause conditions are rarely conducive for conducting cost-

effectiveness or cost-benefit studies, then perhaps alternative

cost methods (such as cost utility, cost feasibility, or program

budgeting) should be developed and promoted. If the latter two



conditions hold, then the utility of the-four common cost

analysis categories (cost benefit, cost effectiveness, cost

utility, and cost feasibility) for educational evaluation should

be seriously _questioned. If the former conditOn exists, then

evanators need to more actively train eductCrs about 'the-
r

'availability: of Cost analysis methods when called in to_help

answer cost related questions.

- -



diet
1980 a itudy= was conducted in a large metropolitan school-

.

ct to determine the most cost-efficient means of providing

bueservice. Three alternatives were compared: ,(1)-district
.

ownership` of a complete: fleet of buses, (2) a.contract with an

indegendent orgahization to prbvide all servi6e; or (3)_ a

combinati n of districtowneeship,and contracting. The third
,

alternative was the one in use at the time. The sponsor of the
A

study- was -theschool district transportation department. It

requested an estimate of the costs associated with the three

alternatives. .The,administration of-the school district intended

to make recpmmendations to the school board based on the findings.

Spveral contextual variables were-cosidered at - -the beginning-n

of the study. For example, projecting the rate-of growth of

school district and its transpOrtatian heeds'was problematic
,

Although the district student ridership had grown an average of

11 percent yearly over the previous 10 years, there was some

evidence that this rate of growth might not continue. In

addition, the district had recentlypurchased a computer program-

designed tá increase the efficiency of bus routing systems If

the efficiency were increased; it likely that the result would

a decrease in the transportation

growth in' ridership.

For the purPoses-of this

11 percent gtowth:_rate,was assumed; -necessitating_ the

-addition-of thtee buses'and 30,000 travel miles'per year

No increase in efficiency resulting from the computer

program was assumed, and Cost of routing was to be
maintained by the'school district, regardless of which
transportation alternatiVe went into effect.



A 20 "year ValnaElon'eriod was assumed, since it avoided
biasing -against a ership which required a

investmentcapital nvestment
arge initial_

was
equally upon a

in .
as--: assumed- to= impact

alternatives.:

--The approaak, ih

compare7itotal costs for each- alteratve test --factors were

_identified and__ valued in- a fo st p pr process a

literature_ review: was -condndted is -prov A±§in

simply to calculate and

ation -on
_

.--

district ownership versus Contracting laview research

0_ 14m.approaches pieviously used- in i.hvestig atin

Second, i=nterviews :wiEh the nnhc+l- district and rontradting sta.

were conducted= in order to-better Understand e operatiO
_

associated with the provision of travel eervides.- the

transportation budgets of =tie present and otherY s.hrl district

were reviewed in order to identifY cost categories tided in

travel budgets and to set up= the proposed budget in a Darla usable
_ .

to the district. Finally, mschool-bus anufacturers, banks,

leasing. firms,. Contractor a and . the national contractors!

association were c --ated to obtain information. on the

availability and costa- ofOUrchasing a fleet

Cost of District Cx4nership-

To estimate costs of, school the entire

transportation system, fixed and annual cats ice identified.

,In this situation, a fired cost was referred to as the initial

financial outlay required:to begin, the program. Fixed co

bus acquisition costs
bus replacement costs
land acquisition coats
building .cos



Annual casts were

yearly to maintain the

identified:

if ied as those that Would be expended-
-

pr gram. The following annpal costs_ were

Maintenance and 6perat'

1. wages
2. repair, costs
3 insurance
4. fuel and supplies

?inistraticn Costs

1, wage%
2. supplies

Monetary values_were assig

ways. The logic, behind tge maj

-was as follows.-- At-the time o

a twci-p.art transportation cyst

prpvided routing for all buses

fixed costs in-several

cost, hus acquisition,

dy the school-diStri.CC-had

e school district '

d 70 buses. t contracted-

for the use of an additioeal 5 bu es, so in order to assume

full responsibility for the transp station system,215 buses

would need to be purchased. er, replacement bUses would

have -to -be purchased each year; he types and sizes of

huseswere estimated based on those Currently used by the

contractors.

Three hus purchase alternatives' were nsidered:

to buy a fleet of new buses,
is to buy-a -fleet-of- used -buses,

to buy the .contractor ' s _fleet

Costs for new and used -tnises were estimated from current
market prices each hus, as provided by banks, bus

manufacturers, and leasing firms. Cost of the contractor

was estimated using a shadow pricing approach', becaftse the

contractor- was unwilling to cite a price fbr the fleet. In

s fleet

shadow p!icing, the value of a product is estimated from the

market price of a similar product. In this instance, the cost of

the co'ntractor's fleet was valued based on the cost of a similar'

used fleet.



ed costs included land sition and

coat,necessary= to accomodate the -11 fleet. Three--
_

_ .

accommodations were considereB:,

a =uie ,of -,land already owned. by the school district
that only required construction of -e'building,

'

purchase of the- contractor's facility,

purehase of land arid building of a facility.

Again, costs-for-these three alternatives were based on
-

market and shadow pricing techniques. The cost of building on, .
-,,

_---- %

the previously owned site was estimated using square fo6t
q

construotiah costs__-associated with a storage facility. Purchase

of the contrctor's facility was shadow priced based on the.,

-average-Values-of-buildings in that-neighborhood. -Finally,
Nmarkpt valtie.cif khe third- land -site was added to an averaged

-

estimate of building costs to arrive at a-price f6r that

alternative. .... ,
The.- total annual: Costs for- maintenance - and operation-A./ere_,_

--_
---- ---- -,- -- .- -.- -,---.-, ., --_4_- ..._

estimated from'-exis ---i.,_taff loads and frami knowledge7_`--Of==,-the
- -. - ,..

. .-.: .. .
,. . ..,,

staff currently eniPloyed by-'the contracting -fr-m. 'Projected -- --'..,

wage -- were calcuIated-from the..-average salary for 'each- position.
-. -/

Projedted bus driver 'wages were estimated baSed,On the average-

hourly rate for dity drivers-and on the number of hours that bus

drivers presently work for the contracting service.- Repair costs

were estimated _from_present___repair _costs and were assumed to

remain relatively stable over the next 20 years. Insurance,

fuel, and supply costs were estimated from similSr present

values. In terms of _administration costs, again wages-were

estimated based con projected persannel.needs and on average

wages. Similarly, price of supplies was based on existing

heeds. In_ calculating the pride of the above costs', the 11

percent system' growth rate was taken into account. The reader is

encouraged to= consult the original document for detailed

descriptions of these calculations.



second alternativeternative was-to-contract for all - -bus services.
_

- Estimating colts of this alternative consisted of only two' -°

components:. (1) .the, cost of the contract, and (2) cost of

administration and routing. 'Because the contractor had -taken
_

into_ account a number of other- components of service when

determining contract costs, only the total contract Cost was

re rted by the researcher. Total costs for contracting were

based on the projected miles of service and on the average dharge

per mile. Estimates of district administratioh colts were based

on reductions of current staff that would be let 10 when tie
_

-:distriOt ceased to provide bus Services. Cost-of routing
aervides was. based on present costs of the service.

Cost of Cbmbintng Ownership.and.Contractin

mie third alternative was 'to. combine district- ownership and-
contracting, loo cost-analysis was conducted on ,this alternative,

because analysis Of the costst associated with the first and
second alternatives also identified the costs 'incurred from

opting the third alternative.!_ A discussion of this rationale

can be found in the next section.

=

Results and. Decisions

The total cost, of dist t ownership was calculated-based

the following assumptions: (1) a new fleet of buses would be

purchaSed because of the high estimated costs associated with

maintenance and replaceriOnt of used buses, and (2) a new facility

would be built on land the district already owned .since that 'was
- _

the least expensive alternative.

To compare :accurately each alternative, the annual costs were

convey ed to present vane, giving them a common time frame. A

mdiscount or interest rate of 9.5% was used to determine the

present value of the annual costs associated with each

alternative. This discount rate is an estimate of return the

district would realize if the funds were used/ for something other

16



than transportation. A comparison the total costs of

ownership-with those of contracting, when converted to present

values, showed a 5.3 percent difference, with contracting

($50 788 458) being less.expensive_than district ownership

($53,473,4621. This cost advantage was maintained even when

values wire annualized. he 3.9 percent cost difference'betwen

ownership and contracting was again in favor of contracting.

These costs are summarized in Table 1:1

Given the minimal differences between these alternatives, the

researcher suggested teriousconsideration of the third

,alternative, joint, ownership and contracting. Coats were not

discussed for this third alternative, because the previous

analyses had shown that, ownership costs and contracting costs.

_ _ were_nearly_equal.. e researcher pointed out

qualitative advantages of adopting the third alternative.

First, given the unpredictable growth rate of the school
,

system, the burden of increasing or decreasing bus needs could' be

placed on the contractor. A second advantage was seen as

resulting froM-the school district's ability to compare=its costs

with the.contractor's costs. These comparisons right encourage

the district and contractor to keep their costs minimal.

Finally, 1 f contracting costs rose tO an unreasonable level, the

school district would-not be .entirely dependent upon the

contractor. Based on this study, the existing method of joint

ownership and contracting was maintained.

Follow -up

Twcryears later a follow-up study was requested, so the

original study was repeated. At this, time, the original

projection-that the tfUnsportation system would grow at a rate of

11 percent and 30,000 miles per year was found to be invalid.

This was due partly to the installation and use of the

computerised-bus routing system, which reduced the need for buses

from 280 to 239. Given the stabilized growth and increased bus

route efficiency, the follow-up study found the. costs of district

ownership to be significantly-lower than those of contracting.



Table 1:1_

COWARISON OF THE PRESENT .VAL
OF ME TWO ALTERNATIVES _

ANNUAL =COSTS PRESENT VALLE ANNUAL COSTS PRESENT .)/ALLE-
..

6,697,120 _ 6,338,077 5;647 163 7,295=

5,949,809 4,923,925 5,691,263 4,709;958
5,975;785 4,498,913 5,735,365 4,317;909.

6,001,761 4,=110,508= 5,779,463
6,027,737-- _3,755,565 - 5,823,563 3,628,355 =

6 053,713 3,431,208 67,663 3,325,756
6,079,689 3,134-807 .5,911,763 3,0.48,221_

6,105,665 .2,863,958 5,955,863 . 2,.793,691

6,131,641 -2,616,463 : 5,999,963. 2,560,274

6,157,617__ -.- 2,390,313 _ 6,044,063 2,346,233
6,306,800 2,227,180 2,149,971

6,361,235 --.--2,043,582 6,132;283 1,970,024

6,387,211 .1,866,663 6,176,363 -1;805,043

6,413,187 .1 705,033. 6,220,463. -1;653,795

6,467,042 '1,570,398 = 6;264,563 ,515,144

-6,493,018 1,424,-611 6 3DEI, 663 1,388,049'

6,518,994 1,304,8Z5 6,352,763 . 1,271,552

6,544,970 1,191,745 6,396,863 1,164,777

6,570,946 -1,088;448 ,440$ 963 1,066,917

6,524,922= 983,240- 6,485,063 977,234

53,473 462 121,322,280



.

The purpose of this llow-up studywas to provide information-

that would enable the school disirict to draw their own

conclusions_about the choice of a transportation system

Consequently,-no explicit recommendationsfor change:were made.

At tbe--time of this review, the school district had continued to

maintain the joint ownership and contracting option.

Summary-

As a decision-making aidi the report provided the school

district with enough information to make an informed judgment.

The school district was very,satisfiea with the accuracy,

presentation, and, utility of both the original and-follow-up

ports. This satisfaction.was subsequently dodumented in 'a

formal -- letter -of appreciation-which acknowle d-' e.best re

ever received from a consultant.®

The principal investigator CPIrwas reasonably satisfied with

the initial study and felt that, while the cost estimates.may-not

have been exact, the estimated prOportional difference between

the alternatives was accurate. This study was very borough and

could serve as a model for future studies.- The'PI was careful to

identify all relevant costffactors and to use appropriate pricing

procedures. The follow-up study, however, shed light on an

additional procedure= that might have increased the validity of

the original study.

Ignoring the Ebtential effect that the new computerized

routing system would have on-diStrict transportation needs

greatly affected the cost estimates of the two alternatives. A

sensitivity analysis-may have shed light on-the-importance of the

Assumption about system growth. This analysis would simply

provide different cost estimate or each possible growth level

ofIsygtem transportation needs. These differential costs.could

then be compared to see how d fferentgrowthassumptions would

affect the cost estimates F4ture Studies might include a

sensitivity analysis when a cost estimate is based on a tentative

assumption.



cision Situation

In 1979 a study was conducted to determine the-feasibility

a pupil transportation cooperatiVe for seven rural school!'

stricts. The State Legislature and Superintendent of Public

Instruction were looking fOr ways to reduce exPendituras for

pupil transportation programs. The 'Superintendent provided funds

for the inveitigation ok the feasibility of a rural "1

transportation dooperativa.

Two,independent studies,,,were_conduoted._-Firstr_the_need for

a transportation cooperative was assessed by examining the

facilities and transportation cOSts for each-district.* Second,

having established the-need for a transportation cooperative,

model for a transportation cooperative was' developed. The

propoSed model will not be-detailedin- ihia-case-Study---However,-

the steps taken to identify cdstsand savings associated with

adoption of the model will be discussed.

Calculation of costs and savings was pred ated on the

following considerations: -
A

System growth for each district was estimated from
growth over the 1977-1978 to1978-19:79.academic years.

In some districts, one-time.CaPital inVestments
the purchase of new buses distorted the yearly
transportation expenditures. For example, if a,.
district has allocated money for bus purchases in
year, their budget was temporarily inflated in

, comparison to districts where no major capital.
xpenditures were allocated. To take this distorting
actor into account, comparisons between distridts

were often drawn -two ways some including capital
expenditure and excluding capital expenditure. This
provided a more accurate basis for comparison between
districts.



Methodology!

-,TheNWRErvstaff used a mul ifaceted approach to the

_ pstigation-of=thisproblem.:First,2a=rteam of_conSultants-

visited each district-site to review transportation facilities

and -to examine coat. records. -At this time-i interviews Were

conducted-with administrative and maintenance staff to assess

their perception _of the_need for,--and feasibility of; a

transportation perative. :In_addition, state and district

tranaportationbudgets and other relevant materials dealing with
. --

transportation co --were examined in order to identify cost

-categories-and enditures.

Based these avenues of investigation,- equipment and

ds of each,district were described in a series_ of

comparisons. ch comparison was presented in tabular form. A

list of all-comparisonsfalows._

?

Oistrict-by-Diatrict Comparisons.
e

. Fleet size (including regular and reserve buses)

of students transported-

increase in encigillment

Transportation expenditures

Total%transportation and per pupil expenditures. Per
pupil-expenditure was-calculated-by dividing-tdtal-
transportation expenditure by the. number of studentk -

transported.

Percentage increase.ih transportation expenditure. This
figure ranged from 6.1 percent to 54.2 percent
increases. Several factors which affected this figure
were'identified and taken into account. Increase-in-
transportatiOn expenditure was re-calculated after
subtracting from the total expenditures the effects of.

---=---=



e-time capital expenditures for equipment

(2) - percent increase in enrollment

percent increase in inflation as indicated by the
Consumer-Price Index (12j3%) based on local rates

Transportation eXpenditures,per bus (total expenditure
divided by the number of buses)

5. Percentage of total mileage eligible for reimbursement by the

state.. (The state reimburses-school districts for 90 percent

f the cost of approved regular and-handicapped to-andfrom
busing and some special programs.)

S. Percentage of total operating hours eligible for

reimbursement by _the state. (Number of reimbursable
operating-hours derided by total operating hours.)

7. Seat utilization. (NUmber of students transporated divided
by number of bus seats is inaccurate, since most buses cover

more than one route daily. Since the number of runs.per bus
is idiosyncratic and records-were not-clear---;--the-seat-
utilization factor was calculated based on the average number

of miles each bus traveled d-divided by the number of pupils

transported. This figure was viewed as tentative since

districts covering, a large number= of miles, and with fewer

students would have to drive more miles per pupil. In

general, however, a district with :a urge number of miles per
bus and 'low number of miles per pupil was-seen as more _

efficient than a'district with high bus mileage and high per

pupil mileage.)

Perbonnel as a percentage of transportatio

Number and types of full-time employees.

10. Number of new buses needed d9e to increases in enrollment-by,

1995. This calculation was based on the following formula:

Number of new students(1) -x.Percent transPorted(2)

Average number tudents per bus

1) figure supplied by the office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction

(2) estimated previously in the study
3) estimated previously in this study

umber of replacement busesneeded by age and type of bus.

It was assumed that conventional buses would be, replaced`
after 10 years and transit buses replaced after 20 years.

12. Total additional bdses needed by 1986 based on the sum of new

\ buses needed and replacement buses needed.
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In addition to quantitative comparisons described above,

qualitative comparisons were also drawn between school

districts. During site vis±ts visual examinations' were condikted

on the condition_ of th-e egripment and-facilities of each district

and subsequent transportation needs, were 'projected%_

Resdlts and Decisions

Based on these quantitative and qualitative data, and on
-

recommendations made by the school district superintendents the

Lab staff concluded that a transport ion cooperative was a

plausible alternative to the existing transportation systems.

was suggested that four of the seven be the reviewed districts

had an immediate need for improved transportation facilities and

should be considered "core" members of the cooperative. These

Emir-districts-would -be -dependent n -the -cooRerative- for the -

entirety of

sufficient facilities to maintain independent transportation'

services. It was suggested that these three districts be

their transportation -needs. Three districts had

included as 'associate" members in the cooperative and -be- allowed
_

to utilize the facility for major service needs.

GiVen the observed need for improved transportation services,

the Lab staff worked in conjunction with-the district

superintendents to develop a model for a trantportation

cooperative. This -model it described in detail in the full

report. -Only costs will be- discussed in the followingAsection.

Cost analysis of the proposed transportation coopefative as

F. conducted in a -global, almost exclusively qualitative manner.

Only two cost factors were Considered. The first calculated cost

for constructing and equipping a new centralized b'using=

facility. The coht of such a facility was estimated based on the

market price of average square-foot costs of a similar



facility. Land acquisition coste were estimated given the

assumption of $5,000 an acre cost. Rationale for eitt these

cost estimates was not provided in the report.

Costs and cost savings associated with impfemetation of
cooperative were also considered. Four ars of potential

savings -for each district were identified. First, savings in
maintenance were suggested to result from improved preventve and

route maintenance for buses. This improvement in maintenance teas --

suggested to result in .4 decrease of "break-down" costs. In

addition, savings of wages of 3.8 full-time mechanics were

calculated. -The proposed model had indicated that 3.8 fewer

mechanics would be needed in a centralized facility than in

distributed facilities. Overall, a 30 percent savings for

cooperative core members was estimated in the area of maintenance

costs. The derivation of this 30 percent savings was not_
descritrd.

The second area of savings was suggested to result from

purchasing buses and equipment in bulk rates- the

researchers, were unable to .document exact savings rates, possible

= savings of 5-10 percent were projected.7

The third area of savings was seen as a snit of increased

efficient{ in bus routing schedules. A 10 percent savings due to

this increase in efficiency was suggested, although again the-.

source 9f this savings estimate was not documented.

The fourth area of savings, was in the. area of safety and

airing. Although long-range savings was expected to accrue in

this area, no monetary value was, fixed to the savings. These
. - - .

sources of potential savings were summed and a total cost savings

Results and Decisions

The report concluded first that a schodl bus cooperative

among the seven districts was feasible. Second, after developing

a model for such a cooperative, savings of up to 11 percent of

their transporation budgets for each district were estimated.

The Superintendents seemed pleased. with the study according



the PI. However, at this point in ime, no trensporation
-_

°operative --hes been established as = a result -of the_ study.

Fl attrilauted- this-----to a- state- deciSion not to fund_ the

°operative, rathei -than_ to- client dissatisfaction with the

tudy. No follow-up services have been requested.

-Summary

The PI felt that the study provided a good portrayal of

savings for the proposed model. One noted strength of the study

was involvement of the schools in the= study. School involvement

and subsequent communication Iles reflected in the level- of

qualitative assessment conduc in the study. A clear- weakness

of the study, however, was the global, non-quantified, analysis

costs and savings- of .the proposed model,' -

This study might =have -presented a strongerargument if it.had

been more focused on identification of the need, and 4evelopment

Of--.4 model, for a transportation cooperative. The cost component

of the study was not given sufficient attention to justify its

inclusion. Although costs were discussed and figures projected,

there was not enough evidehce supporting the saving estimates to

make them credible-.

Firdt, little or no justification was given for cost estimate

data. Second, the cost data were always presented in total sum

figures rather than detailed component costs. This omission

leads the reader to question hat factors contributed to the

total cost. Finally, theie no attempt to take the cost

figures beyond the point of cost deecription. For a project as

extensive as the present transporation cooperative, an initial

cost description can be misleading:' present and annualized cost

figures need also to be calculated for a more.accUrate picture

program costs. Indeed, the. inadequate costing out of the model'

which itself had clearly been thoroughly and carefully

developed may have shadowed, or,drawn. attention from, a worthy



the qualitative depictions of the school dis
quantitdtive district by distrAct comparison6, acid

_
development 'of a model for a coopertive were-thorough and
convincing- However, adding, on the cost dimensions would have
:improved this 'study considerably.



ision- Situation

Case Study 3 also investigated= the feasibility:of a school

bus cooperative. In 1979 ihe State Legislature and the State

Superintendent of Public Instruction requested a study that would

investigate` ways to reduce costs in pupil transportation

systems. SpecificallY, a study of the feasibility of a

transport tion cooperative for 21 school districts was

requested. Tbedistricts represented a diverse =range of schools

from a large urban district with 7,602-students and 46 buses to a

very small rural district with 35 students and I bus. The

geographical range was 40 miles east to west and 40 miles north

to south.

The methodology described in Case Study 2 was replicated in

this ,study and will not be detailed here again. In general,

however, two independent-studies were again conducted.- First

the need for a cooperative was assessed by examining the

facilities and growth needs of each of the districts.

model for the 2cperative was developed and its potential cost

savings discussed.

Study 1

Second,

Methodology

Using the site visi in erview and records analysis methods

described in case 2, district by district comparisons were

drawn. These comparisons are= described below:

District by District Comparisons

1. Fleet size

2. Number of students transported
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Transportation.exPenditure with capital removea _ 0 remove
the effects of one-time major expenditures which distort the

budget)

cost per pupil-(total expenditure-divided .bylamber-of
-students-transported)__

,-b). -cost-per bus -.- (total. expenditure diVided by-pumber-of
buses)
costmper mile (total expenditure divided by number of
miles traveled)

d percent of total mileage eligible for.state'
reimbursement=
cost =p er operating hour (total expenditure-divided by

number gf operating hours)
f) :cost per reimbursable operating hour

Seat = utilization (number of sets on- a bus divided by number

of students transported). This factor should be- greater than
one to show that buses are being used on more -than one run

daily.

5. Personnel as a percentage of the total expenditure

6. The number of personnel fe.g., superintehdent4
clerical mechanics,

The,need for a cooperative was defined and two alternative

In each model, the construction of twomodels were described

major facilities was recommended and core and assodiate'districts

that would contract_with the facility for services were described.

Study 2

The cost of building two faciltities was estimated based on ,

market prices of average construction costs and average real

estate costs for each building site. Specific'costs were

delineated, but no rationale was provided for cost factor

components or for cost estimates. -Because the state would

reimbUrse the districts for 90 percent of the costs of building

the cooperative, methods of financing.the remaining 10 percent

were discussed.



A pOtentialc sairings was astic'pasted., but no monetary figure

was reported.

A pupil transportation cooperative has been implemented

partly as a result of this study. The school districts evidenced

great satisfactionwith the report, and report that it was

instrumental in justifyingthe-develo the cooperative.

The Pl_was also satisfied with the study, an felt that it

-provided a good exploration of cooperative-alternatives.

Two articles describing the resultant cooperative entitled

"The Washington erimentw and "Washington Co - op Bolds Line On

Costs" were published sin 'the February/March 1982 edition of

School-Bus .Fleet-z -The second- article -reported --a -20 percent

40 percent'saVings on cost of parts purchased and repair charges

associate cooperative menibers being half that of retail

repairshops. Both articles spoke highly of the success of.the-

.coope-ratives and recommended that other districts consider a

cooperative system

This study did not.delineate costs or provide monetary

_imates,even though it is presented as 'a cost feasibility

udy. Instead, anticipated savings in the areas o maintenance,

Operations, purchasing, driver and safety training were discussed

in the abstract. This theoretical comparison of cr fats associated

with-independent ersus cooperative transportation_systems was a

convincing argum nt in favor-of the establishment of a

cooperative. Tliis theoretical approach was more credible than

the crude or non-defendable cost estimates reported in Case

Study 2. This cost study does a good job of detailing areas of

potential savings without placi.a monetary value on the savings.

The study was concise, comprehensive, and well written. It

made excellent use of tables to present comparative data for the

21 districts. Further, verbal dapsulizations of the tabled



materials drew attention to important points in the tables.-,

Critical differences between various district_transporation needs

were clear after reading this report. The report-is-a good

example of a .cost study which does not calculate monetary cost

figures. One aspect =of the study that could be strengthened

would be the.identification of cost faCtors. More attention

could have-been paid to identification of specific cost factors,

or ingredients, rather than using total cost figures. For

example, the 'cOmponentS of constructing a facility could have

been delineated rather than using total construction as a

factor. This-attention to cost factors would make clearer-the

magnitude of the project than does a sum construction cost

0-

factor. No monetary valuation would be necessary for the

detailed t.component factors in order to transmit the idea of

project magnitude and complexity.



p ion Situation

This p ojec k advantage, of existing _ Titl 1 evaluation
data and attempted to develop a model= for evaluation for future

use at the_ SEA level.

ailed steps of this study- will -not be outlined because,

s case, cost data are -merely a small part of a large-scale

project.- However, cost-data are used in an interesting manner,_

and warrant mention.

ethodolony

Cost per pupil was the unit of cost _e ted- in the study.

Although the origin of the cost figure was not reported, it is

assumed to have been part '6 routinelyf routinel collected data. Of

interest here is the manner in which theo-cost per i)upil figure

as incorporSted into the evaluation model, For two years a

ificarkt (p< .05) correlation was found between per pupil cost

and pupil' gain. That is,' the higher the"project funding level%

the greater the galnin student achievement.

Once the relationship between cost and achievement was noted,

further analyses were cond -otad that -took this-relationship-into

account. A series of analyaes of covariance were conducted to

compare the effects of different instructional apprciaches onj

student achievement where per pupil cost differences were

partialed out.



Results and Discussion

This report used cost per- pupil-in several exemplary ways.

First, cost per pupil was used as a descriptor for the purpose-
. '-

program comparison. Second, cost per pupil was treated as a

variable and correlated with other variables.--Finally, once-
.

relationship between cost and achievement was documented, the-

,.

.

effect
. __ - .

. s of cost could be partialed,out in order'tovrOvide a

better pictiure of the relationship between instructional' style

and achieveMent.

Summa

The purpose of the project waS to provide a model that

utilized existing data for SEA evaluations. The report appeAred

to have available cost and effect data for construction of

costeffectiveness-ratiog. Howeverithe-PI=reported -that-there

was no way, tb determine if schools were uniform in program

implementation, and consequently-it was inappropriate to fo

'cost-effectiveness ratios. This study was unique in that rarely

are conditions so favorable for a cost analysis in terms of

readilY available cost and effectiveness data. Perhaps schools

uld have been encouraged to standardize implementation'

procedUres so that future evaluations could take full advantage

of the existing cost and effectiveness data, In all, this report

is an excellent example of the use of =cost data in the-context o

ide -scale evaluation project.



SE- -5

Decision Situation

n 1981 the cost or athletic an non-athletic activitles were

compared-for seven schools in five districts. The study was(

requested'by-the school district = sup erintendents who, wanted

information about costs of such activities and recommendations on

how to cut activity costs while continuing to meet the needs of

the students The study was limited to those activities for

which a stipend was paid for coaching and advising for the

1980-1981 academic year.

There were some significant limitations that made comparisons

across districts difficult. These limitations were due primarily

--to differences in record keeping patterns across-schools. For

example, when calculating costs of an activity, transportation

costs were considered. _However, each school used different

methods_ to calculate mileage figures for their _activities,

charges for mileage traveled differed across schools, methods of

calculating cost estimates'in general differed across schools; as

did methods of record keeping.

A second majordifficulty was encountered as a result of

discrepancies between SChOols in terms of methods of,record

keeping. Pile problem was: determining pUpil counts for_

'extrazddiriculerprograms. Some schools based the number'-of-

participantS:On the number that tried-but fOr the -Actiirity-i-some

on the numbersof btudents-teceiving:a letter in the-ctivity and

'Sallie on the number.. that the season:4 , Because these

counting systems were-so discrepant, calculationg*of'cost, per

pupil,
- -

and pUpiliadvisor or coach ratio may be diAtorted.



ui methods of inquiry were utilized in order_ to-besf

describe the costs associated'with.the extracurricular
-

activities. irst, site-visits were conducted at each schbol,

which _time "_interviews with the principal, actiyitydirectorr

director of transportation and maintenance,-and other relevant

staff were conducted. In-addition,,the State Interscholastic -

Activities Association was contacted for additional cost _

information. Finally, an'ERIO Search was conducted to identify

thee- studies on the costs-of extracurricular activities. Only

two relevant studies were identified.-__

In order to.compare the number and type of activities offered

by each sChool, each'funded activity, the stipend allodated,for

that activity, and which schools offered the activity, was

_prespdted in _tabular form.

Cost for athletic activities were presented in tabular form
P

with significant differences being highlighted in the summarizing

text. Athletic activities were divided according to whether

girls or boys participated in them (if there was a distinction in

team membership)-and.the following costs presented: stipend-to

coach or advisor, Associated Student Body (ASH) expenditures,

transportation expendittires, and the- sum total.

ASB revenue is generated through the sale of ASH cards,

ticket sales to events and student fundraisers, etc., and is

used to pay for play scriPts, band pniforms,officialS of

athletic events, etc.

Transporation costs are usually assumed by the district's

general fund. However, because travel costs for_extracurricula

actiyitiesare not reimbursable.by the state, they must be

budgeted. Each state maintained separate recoids of

transportation costs. However, no =unif=orm record keeping system

was utilized across states' transportation costs: Consequently
4

transportation costs-were assumed-to be, those reported by each

district.



2 4

In addition; Cost- per participant -(total cost divided by

number of participants) and ratio of participants to coaches

(cumber of participants divided by number of coaching or advisor

position was presented) See Table 5:1 for an example of these

calaulationsi Each table was followed by a summary of table

highlights.

'It was much more:difficult to calculate costs far

non-athletic -events, since records for such events were rarely

kept. F'urther, such activities -often took place during school

time (e.g., choir, band, drama) . B.ecause the study was assessing

costa of extracurricular versus curricular costs, general fund

Costs associated with regular Classroom' expenditures were

ignored, and` Only extra stipends (salaries, ASH, and travel) were

included as aCtivitY costs. Again, for each activity, salary,

B,'and-,transportation,--costs-were-reported.. --

In the -case of the yearbook, however, where revenue incurred

from sales represented a significant sum of money, income was

reported and the difference between ASO-expenditures and ASH

revenues was- eported as profit.

assess each school's ability to maintain

extra - curricular activities in the future, sources of funds for

each school itere-coMpared. rok example, tie 'amount' of ASB;.
_ -

revenuegenerated::by each schook; (e.g., income from ASH card,

dance, yearbOoki ticket,and club membership pales) was compared

across sdhod1S...

Assessmene_of_the costs of extra-curricular activities
_

concluded by noting that only,_directi not indirect, costs:vere

calculated. The follo4,,inT, indirect costs were noted:

administratiNie position salary
maintenance and cuStodial personnel
laundry costs
operations.costs (heat, lights, etc

However, no cost value was affixed to these costs be

inadequate record keeping by most of the schools.



$2,586.63 -011.43= 8,742.06

5,060.00 1,405.25 =1'238.84 7,704.09

5,386.00 - 1,736.00 1,985.00 9,10800

4,448.00 4,065.90 2,412.11. 10,962.01

4,325.00 4,36164 1,085.40'1 9,772.04

6,007.00 _3,252;41 996.37 10r269.78:,

6,00/.00 4;194.36 1,078.44 11;279.80

Mean $5,196.71 $3087.45 $1,401.23 9,690.54

BOYS' BASKETBALL

,1

Total Nilmber.

Cmts Pacl.pants
of

Number of
Cost per Coaching
Pakcipant Positions

Ratio of
Participants
to Coaches

742.06 50 $174.84 12.5

70 .09_, 154.08 12.5
_7

o,xos Oo 71 128.28 23-7'

10,902.01 67 163.61

9,772.04 36 271.44, 12.0-

10,265.78 47 215.42 11.8

11,279.80 39 289.22 9 8

ean- $ 9 690.54-; 51 $199.98. 14.9
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Results arid Discussion

General observations stemming from the descriptions of

extracurricular activities were summarized. Mosi noteworthy

observation included the wide variation-in costs in different
. .

schools for the same acivities, and dispeoportionate amounts of

,money spent on boys versus girls athletic events. _Specifi
:--
recommendations for changes in- extra - curricular programming-were

delineated for each district. General recommendations included:

cutting extracurricular events in which a low number of

studenta are involved

1.
.decreasing transportation costs by ride sharing between
school districts

maintaining events for which great community support is

evidenced by ticket sales revenue)

standardizing record keeping across schools

This last recommendation was stressed as essential if accurate

*cost comparisohs across schools are to be drawn in the future.

Summary

This study depicted the expenditures for athletic and

non-athletic extracurricular activities, and clarified the

differences between districts. Further, specific recommendations

for each district based on the depiction were posited. The PI

felt very confident thdt the study accurately portrayed the

differences between schools. However, there has been little

Ln. cation that the school districts were satisfied with-the

study. lbe major recommendation that a standardized record

keeping system across schools be implemented has evidently not

been followed. The PI offered to help develop such a system, but

ervice has yet to be requested. There is also no

indication that any of the other recommendations were followed.

The- PI reported that the'depth of the study'was compromised due

to financial limitations, and suggested that the study would have

benefited from the inclusion of additional cost calculations.



In all, the study was comprehensive, and at least touched
_ .

upon all of the major descriptive attributes of the costs of

extracurricular events. The failure, however, to-itemize cost

components beyond the three major cost categories may result in

the omission of important detail. Further, use of existing data

in- lieu of collecting data may have comprdmised the descriptive

accuracy attributable to different record ke g-styles among

schools. An additional shortcoming lies in the failure

tabulate indirect costs. These costs were-not-reported, and it

was suggested that each district be responsiblefor its own

calculations of indirect costs. However, no description of how

calculate such costs was included. Wilhout such direction,

is doubtful that distriets would attempt to calculate these costs.

The primary strength of this- study was the clear tabular

comparison of the three major cost components for each activity.

The derivation of the cost figures, however, is perhaps too

vague, and the categories themselves too global to lend much

credibility to estimated costs of the reviewed extra-curricular

activities.



COST- DESCRIPTIVE: CASE
_

DecisioniSituatin

In 1982 the Chief State School Officers of the Northwest and

Hawaii requested a study on the funding of educational programs

for special student populations. The Chiefs wanted _a descripti

of the impact funding changes have, or will have, existinc

programs for special'atudents. In addition, they wanted to

4,4

better understand the service options that are currently.

available. The study was supported by funding from the National

institute of Education'(NIE);-and looked at programs offered for

---four-categories-of-special-students:_

handicapped
gifted and talented
AisadVantaged:
students with limited EngliSh proficiency

The-report provided a =(1) description of the ecial student

populations, (2) described the programs offered and their-

respective costs, and (3) discussed potential sources of.funaing

for the Programa.

Methodolbgy

Several_sources of_information were examined, Initially,

published data on special populations and their educational_

°grams was extracted from national sources such as the National

Center for Education Statistics, the Education Commission of the

States, and the Department of Education. Relevant literature was

also located through the ERIC Clearinghouse. Second, two-day

site visits were made to each State Education .Agency, and

interviews with staff were conducted to obtain data on

programmatic requirements, funding method's; expenditures, and



available archival -data= for each special student

category in each state were used to calculate (1) total school

enrollment, (2) total special service enrollment, and (3) special

service enrollment as a percent= of the total. ISecond, state--

expenditures according -to schoOl records for each category was
_ -

repo5ted,_ end the expenditure per pupil (total expenditure

divided by "Lumber of students in the program). Finally-, further

description breakdowns within each category were also reported-as

number of students within subcategories. (e.g., in the handicapped

category, the number- of hearing impaired, blind, etc.).

Results and Discussion

The descrkptive data were summarized and state by state needs

for special services were delineated. Differences in terms-of

costs for alternative special programs were pointed out.

The study concluded with a discussion of the funding options

for each state. Different states used different funding models

including (1) resource based models whibh provide assistance f

program requirements- for special populations, (2) child-based,

formulae which7provide aid based on--the number-of-children being

serviced in the special programs, and (3) cost based 'models which

reimburse the state for some or all of the costs incurred by

special programs. The contribution of funds from Title VII and

Title I sources were also discussed.

Based on this discussion about funding sources, it wa

suggested that the states become increasingly responsible for

service-funding. Finally, the financial capabilities of each
state for continued support of the special services were

described.

Summary

The PI felt that the study provided good. state by sta e z

comparative information on special student populations, their

programs, and funding sources. There is evidence to suggest that

the report information is being effectively disseminated since



= _

`ttte= PI has` receiVed-telephone. calls tcffi1=several states
questing: additional information about-t1 e report.

In this-report provided_an-excellent synthesis of

programmatic> descriptions, associated costs, and funding

Procedures on a state by state level. Again, costs of the
_

programs were pr--oseTnted in total figures and were-based on

chtvai s - of cost data.- While it may have streng ned

theltudy to provide more detail about cost figures, such detail

mat=have gone-beyond the requested scope of the study. The

Chiefs received the information they requested in a Clear and

logical format.



Decision Situation

In 1981 a groUp of urban school superintendents from the

Northwest requested a study that would (1) identify the impact

that Southeast Asian students have on school districts,

(2) delineate how other school districts handle the situation',

and (3) compare program costs across districts. To this end,

five questions were considered:

1. What is the
services to

What-is the
future?

fiscal impact-Of providing-educational=
Southeast Asian students?

number- f-refugee-students t expect i

What special curriculum and instruction
addressed?

What_are student discipline problems?

What other services are available
United States?

ues should be',

refugepS in the

One reason for requesting the study was that districts were

inding iedifficult to finance the programs for Southeast Asian

students due to Vote-r resistance to increased taxes, .and

reductions in state and federal aid to education.

1Methodology

The report began with-a discussion of the cultural

.differences between the six predominant groups (Vietnamese,

'Cambodian, Laotian, Hmong, Mien and Ethnic Chinese), and reported

the numbers of each cultural group in the six states requesting

the study. 'In addition, current percent enrollments percent

enrollment increases-fro 1980 to 1981, and projected number of



new =Southeast Asian students for

-This projection was based on

_ _

students.

she -next- year werereported

previous :lear rs:indtedte iii new

Fiscal _impact_ was_Measured: n terms =of the _costs _of==ESL--end

bilingual programs. The budget of these educational services for

Southeast Asian students was based on.funds provided- by the

federal government, the state government and local school

districts. The contributions of- each of these sources of funds

to each urban district was presented in a tabqlar form. Further,

the cost per Southeast Asian student was calculated for each

distribt (total budget divided by the number of Southeast Asian

students) . Finally, qualitative issues revolving around

different instructional styles were-also discussed.

Results and Discussion

Similarities and differencesbetween states were drawn in

terms of programs offered, and the. costs of the programs. The

qualitative distinction between the provision of bilingual

programs, which provides_ instruction_in_natiVe tongue, and

English as a = Second Language (ESL)- programs, where _the goal is to _

mainstream students-into regular classrooms, was discussed.

was noted that ESL programs were less expensive-and a trend
.

toward adoption of ESL programs was suggested-

The PI felt that the study provided a good-depiction of the

impact_of southeast Asian studenWon school districts; both in

terms of cultural and financial impacts. The didactic approach

of the report was seen as particularly helpful for districts who

were newly experiencing this problem. The urban superintendents

seemed pleased and one requested that the study be presented-to a

meeting of his superintendent's cabinet.



_The depiction of costs were simplistic but clear The

zeroing in on the three major sources of funds was logical.

wever, there was no attempt to break costs down iliity basic
.

components (such as wages, materials, etc.). As a result, while

costs per student varied widely across states, there was no

indication the readOn for these diffferent costs. This type, of
information would be most important for school districts who

wanted to know specifically where costs could be trimmed.

However,, the P1 reports: that such a breakdown would have gone

beyond- requested scope of the study.

50 44



Although not.va cost_ study per se, cos are discussed. n
of reports ,routinely produbed by the Lab staff called

Adopter's Guides. An Adopter's Guide contains explici
instructions on how to institute and maintain an educational
program. Usually included in such gUides is a cursory

consideration of the costs to implement and maintain the program,

although often these costs are qualitatively 'suggested and not

quantitatively documented.- While these Guides tend to identify
costs in a very crude manner, the pervasive reporting of such

figures by Lab staff suggested _that they warranted inclusion in

this report. Examples of the costs, reported in Adopter's Guides
are located An Appendix zu (a qualitative assessment) and
Appendix C (quantitative assessments) . A non-comprehensive list
f Adopter's Guides produced 'at the Lab is located in Appendix



BM:GET_ AND PLANNING C

CASE 9:

-

Decision 'Situation

In 1980, the Chiek State School Officers of the Northwest And'

,Hawaii requested a state educational expenditure ahalysis. The

impetus for -the study was reaction to the commonly held edict

that "schools cost too much." In addition, records showed that

while the number of students in school was decreasing, the cost

per student continued to increase. The Chiefs wanted a

description of how schools spend their money so-they could better

xespond,to public criticism on the costs of educatiofi.

41° Three approaches were taken in order to provide plausible

explanations to_taxpayer. First, school costs were broken down

into categories to determine if any,cost factors might be

elevating the costs more than others. Second, a theoretical

discussion considered the possibility that a new importance on

the value of education might be contributing to an increase in

programs end services. Because of-this new importance,--it was

suggested that new programs were being funded, thereby elevating

total school costs. Finally, the recent shift from local to

state and, federal funding was discussed as a pl sible reason for

the increased costs. It Was suggested that contractual grants

that allocated money to specific programs or services might

increase costs to support a program that local funding would not

support. This review will concentrate on the first approach

which broke costs down into identifiable categories..

Methodology

The study began by simply comparing the percent increase of

the total cost of education to the percent increase in the, cost

of living as measured by the Consumer Price Index for Urban



--Consumers-CPI-U) -for-the-same:time-span _(1967-1979).-;National_-

edudational cost- -data were obtained-from th'eltational-Center for-
,

Education Statistics. -This "com'parison showed that the cost of-

education-rose faster than the cost of living with education-_

coats rising (128.4% increase) faster-than the cost of living

(103.64 increase) . It was this.24-.8 percent difference

(128.4-103.6) betweeen rises in the cost of education and the

cost of living that needed to be accounted for to the taxpayer.'

The cost of education was broken down into component

categories. Present increases in salary categories, as reported

by the Educational Research Service, Inc., in the published form

f a. "Composite Indicator of Changes", for instructional staff

(guidance counselors, librarians, psychologists) and classroom

teachers- were Plotted in a graph against percent increase in the

CPI-U. Increase in salaries had not kept,opwith the increase in

-CPI-U-since-1973-.-=In addition, salaries-for central-

administrators, school building administrators, auxiliary
e

professional personnel and support staff were compared with the

CPI-U. Again, these increases fell short of the CPI-11 increase.

_ The question then rose, if increases-in-salaries do-not
_ -

account for,the increase in the cost of education over the cost

f ving, what other cost factors might be responsible for the

inc ases? The increases in the number of school personnel was

considered. A 10.3 percent increase in the number of, staff was

observed. However, of the 24.8 percent increase in salaries,

only 4.01 peAPent of. this increase- could be attributed to the

-increased-number_of staff.

Five other cost categories which might be responsible ..for

increases in the cost of education'were identified from schoo

records:

1. Maintenanc operations
2. Fixed charges (rental, insurance, retirement, etc.)

Other costs (summer school, adult education, community
services)

_

Capital outlay
Interest rate on school debt



in determining expenditures for irst three categories,

the National Center for-Education EtudieS provided data only up

to 1976. Two :methods of estimating expenditure increases after

that time were calculated. The first method determined average

increases for each category from 1967-1979. This extrapolation

was-elaborately-calculated (refer to pages 28-32 in the full

report for a description of these"calculations), but-the

estimates did not add up to the expected increase of 24.8'

percent. This indicated that the estimates-did not accurately

reflect increases in expenditure. consequently, a second method

of estimation was used.- To explain how each of these cost

categories contributed to total expenditures,' the _total rate of

growth of school expenditures was multiplied by- eacA category's'

share of the total expenditures. 'These estimates were found to

more accurately portray the estimatedexpenditured.

____r_I-_expenditures-irr_capital_outlay,i;and interest onschool_debt: did

not increase as fast as the CPI, andHas a result, their influence

could be subtracted out from the percent cost increase. All-rof

these calculations'are preSented clearly in Table 91.

0 years CPI -U rose 103.6 percent while total educational

expenditure rose 128.4 percent, demonstrating that education had

a 24.8 percent greater.- increase` -than -did the cost of living.' At

the same time, because of diminishing enrollment, the cost of

education per student increased even more Ten year increase in

the,cost per student according to average daily attendance (AM

was 162.5 percent, which is a 58.9 percent greater increase than

the CPI-U. EXaminination of the increases of component 'costs

indicated that the 'largest percent of increases were'in: fixed

charge- presumably due to increasing contribution to retirement

systems- and maintenance and operations, increase in cost of

fuel, oil, utilities, electricity, and other maintenance items.

The largest portion of the budget- is allocated to instruction.



_Table 9:1

Increase in Educational Expenditures 1969-70 to 1979-80

Increase ln CPI-U, December 1969 to- December 1979

Amount Bduc ional Expenditures exceeded CPI-U

Factors ntributing'to the increase
±:1

e in= instructional -Staff 4.01%

Increase in Maintenance and Opeiat ns. 5.43%

Increase in Fixed Charges

Increase "in Other Costs

SUB-TOTAL

Factors osntriburing to a ie tease

Capital- Outlay Expenditures

Interest on School Debt

SUB-TOTAL

1.29%

7.0%

- 4.68%

- 0:36%

Real increase explained by thesdestimates 22.69%

128.4%-

103.6%,

24.8%

27.73%



Instructional -staff salary -increased- at- a-lower rate than did-

inflation.- However, the number of -instructional- staff increased

during this period, contributing to the general increase in
.

expenditures as-well. Expenditures for capital outlay, and

interest on school debt did not increase as fast-:as inflation.

Follow -up

-ter the national expenditure report was presented to the

Chiefs, a replication study on state by state expenditures was

requested.. This replication study used the same methodology with

cost categories for each state identified in terms of those that

increased faster than the CPI-U rate, and those that did not

increase as fast as the CPI -ti rate. No quantitative data were

provided in the state by -state follow-up reports other than (1)
_

increase in the number of instructional staff, and (2) increase

in average instructional staff salary as percent of the increase

the CPI-U.

Summary

The PI reported that the client satisfactionwas Ilig4 for the

report series. This satisfaction was evidenced by the request

for follow-up services6 The researcher felt' that the study

provided an intereating picture, of critical issues and made good

use of available data.

The study clearly depicted how,increase in each of the cost

factors contributed to the total increase in educational

expenditures. The P1 verbally reporteda criticism pos,ed by an

-economist ,specializing in economic evaluation who reviewed the

study at the Pi's request. The economist felt that the

categories should have been broken down into finer distinctions.

Furthe the complete reliance on data published by the National

Center for Education Studies in lieu of. looking

was criticized by the economist.

original data



CASE 10

Decision Situation

In 1978 a major four-step-study was conducted to "prepare

recommendations for changing the current school finance-formula

to provide greater equity in the distribution of state funds to

local school districts.' The State Department of Education

requested the study and formed a_citizens' committee to work in

conjunction with Laboratory staff. The purpose of the citizen's

committee was to generate Options, make policy- re&ommendationsi

and in general, overviey the process of tile study. The committee

and Lab,staff were charged with four tasks:

A review of the current finance formula and the
establishment of criteria to test recommended changes in

that formula "

analysis of the:current operation of the_school
finance formula, ihcluding an expenditure analysis, a
revenue analysis, and an analysis of-the professional
personnel in each school district in the state

A series of simulations showing the effects s f various
changes to the school finance formula

The development of recommendations for changing the
current school finance formula

.

Each task was dealt with sequentially during four meetings.

The state involved in this study had a large number of school

districts that varied greatly in size, ranging from 2-3 pupils to

10,000 pupils in a district. To facilitate comparisons among

districts, districts' were grouped into categories based on size

f the district, and comparisons across size of districts were
_

Used in this study..



_Meth 1- -y-%

Each of the four tasks were dealt with =in one of four

meetings. The first meeting had the _citizen's committee rank

order according to importance, nine criteria scigh which to judge

the current financial system. First, the criteria of quality,

disparity, fiscal neutrality, flexibility, recognition of cost

differences, efficiency, tax bases, political acceptability, and

simplicity were discussed in small group settings. Second, each

group ranked the criteria for importance. The relationship of

these criteria to the current financial system was consider 0 the

tarting point of the study.

During the second meeting, committee members-were broken into

groups and instructed to study one of three areas of the school

_finance system: revenue, expenditures, and professional salaries

and loads. Revenue and expenditure data were presented-in three

different ways: dollars per student, (2) as a percentof the

total buaget, and 3) gross dollar-figures. The data on

professional salaries and loads was presented in terms-of average

Salaries and number of personnel. The cost-infdimation was taken

from school records. Also presented were district size, and

pupil/teacher ratios for each-size category. The committee

groups were given the tasks of (1) examining the data for trends,

(2) considering the previously, generated criteria, and

3 suggesting options for improving the present finance formulas.

At the thi-rd meeting, the Lab staff presented the committee

with finance simulations based on the/funding options generated

by the committee during the second meeting. These simulations

demonstrated the effects of the proposed changes on the current

finance formula. Seven simulations were provided, and the

committee was asked to determine the advantages and disadvantages

of each simulated, option.

school finance formula and was used for comparative purposes

One simulation duplicated the present

The report did not describe how the simulations were calculated.



_

Th6 fourth meeting began by reviewing the previous Stages of

the study and drawing recommendations based on the effects of the _

proposed changes as shown through simulations. After the

committee had reviewed the effects of the simulations, a lis

___- recommendations was prepar

voted on by the committee membe

ese recommendations were then

Results

er tabulating the votes for each "recommendation, it becarite

clear that the committee felt that the current financial funding

formula was working quite well However, some specific

recommendations did eventuate from the study. Four general

funding changes were recommended, as were changes the funding

allocation procedures for special programs. Three optional

change's for financing capital expenditures were advanced, and

three school scheduling changes were proposed. Finally, six

miscellaneous recommendations were delineated, including that

annual expenditure analyses be conducted, that funding

_commensurate with res sibility for- the Office of Public

Instruction be allocated and that suggestions to the Legislature

should be held off until additional data had been gathered. _

The PI reports that the Superintendent of Public Ins

was very satisfied with the- study, since_it provided data

necessary for justification of, legislative policy change. As

direct result of this- study, the State Legislature changed the

funding procedures for this state. A follow-up study was

requested, but not carried out, due to administrative changes.

The PI feels that the follow-up would have, provided helpful

additional data, and that a 'standardized finance analysis : -.

procedure could have been developed so that the state could have

conducted a state analysis on their own in upcoming year si The

study can serve as a model on several dimensions: first, as a



demonstration of the relationship of costs to policy; second, on
the value of citizen involvement in policy management; and third,
on the role of simulations in assessing the impact of proposed
budget changes. Finally, the im s-ct of cost data for Legislative
funding 'rulings was Shown.



vision Situation

This study'was requested in response to the perceived need

for a fair and egtiitable system ofdistributing-fUhds to a

compensatory education program, given resource cutbacks. Area

coordinators of the program wanted to identify-cost factors that

affect program operation costs, and therefore should-be taken

into account- when= budgeting program funds. To identify. cost

factors and determine howthe factors should be reflected in area

fund allocations, a meeting of the area coord,inators, the

supervisor-of the-Center,- the -State= CoordihStor, and-a-third

party evaluator was convened. During this meeting cost factors
.

were identified. Area fund allocation formulas were then

developed by the evaluator based on these identified factors for

use in program planning and budgeting.

Therewere notable difficulties in formulating a generic

budget for program planning that could be used by programs

located in different areas of the state. For example, not all

schools offered the same services, and the amount of service

offered between schools varied, even thbugh the pupil numbe___

might be the same. In addition, fund Sllocation had td take

--place-before-enrollment_stabilized or final decisions were

reached at ,the federal level. Consequpntly, a simple allocation

rmula which can be recalculated in the inevitable events of

fund or pupil enrollment changes was needed. The proposed

allocation formulas allowed for realistic budgeting and

subsequent program planning.



Cost factors which had been identified at the initial meeting

were grouped into three -categories: standard costs, special

coats, and a geographic dispersal transportation subsidy.

Included within these cost categories are the following cost

factofS:

Standard Costs (same statewide)
Regular instruction components (varies by amount
offered)
Support services (per pupil)
Recruitment and enrollment (per pupil)

Special Costs (budgeted and, justified, separately)
Special instructional compOnents
Administrative costs (including normal travel)

graphic Dispersal Transportation Subsidy (to be
granted to qualifying areas)

Standard cost refers to costs associated

ypical for-the program) educational set7ices.

"regular"

A typical

"regular" instruction component is teaching basie skills to

children in a school setting. Thene is great similarity

between regular instructional components across programs.

throughout the state, thereby justifying-the calculation of a

tandard averagecost to be used for all areas.

Support services include services such as home visitations

and medical services. Although the costs of these services vary,

greatly, the number of children receiving the services statewide

justified the calculation of a standard average cost for use in

all areas. The use of a standard cost for recruitment and

enrollment costs was calculated based on the recommendation of

the committee.

Special costs are budgeted separately for each local program

because of component variability. Special services are those

that typically proVide more hours of weekly services and often

occur out of the school setting, such as counseling programs,

home-based preschools, or social support clubs. As an example



variability of -costs of these services, the cost of a bomebased

preschool is very high compared to the cost of a weekly meeting-

a- social support.group.

Administrative costs were viewed as contingent u n-

proportion of the coordinator's salary paid by-local funds, and

the overhead of the sponsoring agency. Consequently, these costs
;-

need to be calculated separately for each program.

Finally, geographic dispersion was seen as a major

contributor to transportation costs. Some programs covered a

wide geographic area, yet had small numbers of students. These

select areas qualified.for a travel subsidy which was established

prior to allocating" the budget.

Havingidentified the cost components of a program, a series

formulas were developed to estimate the preliminary area

allocations. In order to determine how much money an area mic

have fOr instructional purposes during a given year, the

following steps were suggested:

The estimated.state allocations provided by the
federal government (which is based on the number
students enrolled statewide in the program during
preceding year) is X.

_ -
the

From X, subtract state expenditures which are fixed

deductions due to established policy requirements._
_
The percentages of these deductions for five state
expenditures are located in Table 111.

3 After subtracting fixed deductions from he total
state allocation, you have the percent .of the
atlocated_money_which.can be budgeted or -use the

local level.. This figure is Y.

-To allocate the total amountkof money available f
local area-programs, Y, to respective local areas (1),
apply the following formula:

y the preliminary allocat given local

area

-Y Area total enrolled-------
State,total enrolled students students
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_

-The preliminaryarea-allocation, yi can-_serve as'a base-for local

budget development. -and isi.simple enough to recalculate if state
-

funds change-
A

Given the amount of money available for an area, allocation

. -for regular and special services can be projected. The cost of

'regular service can be calculated using state-wide data. A basic

.unit cost=(BUC) is the cost of providing one child with one unit

of basic educational service. Costs from the two previous years

are used in estimating the BUC, as shown below:

State Total Instructional Costs - .Special Corp -vent Costs
BUC

State Total Participants - Special Component Participants

Also based on state cost information from the two previous years

were the standard costs identified for the following cost factors:

Factor Tercent Deduction*

Administration
Transportation
Identification and

recruitment.
Support services

11
4

.00-per student
*00 per stud6nt

*Subject to annual revision.

Table 11:1

Category

State Admini ation

Summer Set-aside('

Adjustment Fund

Migrant Education Service Center (MESC)

Approximate %*

-1

2

Special-Ttansportation SubsZdy!Furid .50

27.50%

*These rates are-negotiated annually by a committee trf those
--Concerned.'
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ving determined the area allocation, BUC, and standard

costs of education, planning and budgeting for _instructional

purposes can begin; The-area instructional fund -(2) available

for regular and special prOgrams can now be calculated according

to the following steps:

Estimated Area Allocation: (y)
Plus: Special Transportation Subsidy

(if 'applicable)

Subtotal

Less: Administration ,(Budget) -0' 11%

Less: _Transportation @ 4

ss: Identipecruitment x FTE

Less::,Stipport Services 8 70.00 k ;PTE.

Subtotal-

Area Instructiona Fund

A
The area instruction fund (z) may be further broken down

determine the amount of money to budget for regular and special

programs. The cost of regular components (a) can be determined

by multiplying the BUC by the number of students_ the

amount of money for special programs (b) is that remaining when a

cost of regular instruction is subtracted from rea

instructional fund) . Area instructional fund (z) - cost o

regular-components (a)_ amount-available for-special

components (b)..

The task was to come up with a simple fund alloca

for area budgete given estimates of _federal funding.

advantage of the proposed allocation procedure is the, promotion

f publicly- verifiable and ,realistic budgeting.

out that tfie primary strength of the allocation procedure is that

it allows for an iterative-approach to budget planning. If the

5 9

The PI points



initial budget is not reasonable, area coordinators. may

(1).reduce their budgets to fit the existing funding, or

(2) appeal for additional funding. The formulas-can then be

recalculated based on changeS in funding or student enrollment

and a new budget projected. The PI reports that this allocation

procedure is now in its first year of use on a 2.5 million dollar

budget. The service providers have evidenced satisfaction with

the procedure. Further, follow-up services have been requested.



POLICY ANAlYSIS CASES

j The Elementary' and Secondary Educational Consolidation Act o

1981 consolidated many discreet fderal assistance programs unde

two chapters and funds the programs assumed under those chapters

with block grants. This policy paper'was an attemip to assist
_

Chief State School Officers in looking at anticipated = changes in

policy planning which the new legislation may bring at the SEA

- level.

The paper begins with a description of each chapter and

outlines the spetific allocation procedures. In addition,

implications for SEA consideration under each chapter were

--pointed-out. One change-in___policy_is_that the_block_grants

provided by Chapter II of the Act have few restrictions on how
,

money should be distributed At the LEA level. This latitude

given As regarding LEA allocations puts a great respOnsibility

on the Chiefs.

The second section of the paper addressed Department of

Education accountability requirements from the SEAs-(and, in

turn, the LEAs) . Each state would be expected to supply a report

of its activities including an audit expenditure s, a plan

describing how it will spend the money received, a description a

how the needs of children '.in private schools will be met, and a.

description of the plan for hearing and deciding on Complaints

aboutAlloCition of funds.

Finallk, the third section of the paper dealt with policy

directions an SEA may choose. First, questions that each SEA

should ask itself were presented. Second, alternative answers

these questions were suggested. For example, one question

concerned the SEAe-position'on a freedom-accOuntability issue

for LEAs. It was noted --that each SEA should assume a location on

a freedom-accountablity continuum and structure accountability

requirements for the LEA, based on that position If more LEA



accountability is desired, then LEAs muStibe appropriately

alerted bo closely monitor their prograbs, andto:provide

comprehensive reports. It was noted thht for the issues

discussed, each state must select a policy that is congruent with

state values and capabilities. The authdr concludes by drawing a

distinction between policy descriplon and policy prescription,

and points out that thejoresent paper assumes the former role.



This-paper looked at the implicetis for schoO1 funding

given the passage of Proposition 13 in California. "Proposition

13 limited =propOrty tax. collections to one percent of market
. _ ...,

-Value. .and limited the growth in the assessed value of property

to two percent per, year unless the property is sold." The results

f this proposition was to reduce property tax collections, h-
.

were the major source of revenue: elementary and sec y

schdols in California',` by 5 ant, "representing oss of 3.1
... _-_

billion dollar u for hOOls. As'a,way of compensating

this major -loss, revenue, the legislature used surplus to

provide 'two biniOn dollars as "bail-out" ndd,for sdhOols.

However, the fools w _1 faced _with` a -10 percent t-acro--
-- -' .--

tthe d-cu :many prOgra ,

....,-.

-The Paper-went-on-to describe the:impact.of the proposition

on schools during the past year, and also projected future

impact. Two general effects of the Proposition_were noted.

First, because homes in CalifOrnia'are sad an-average of every

seven years, at-which time the home can be revalued to market

value, propehy taxes had not been reduced as much as had been

expected; "and--the property_tax burden would gradually'shift:to

homeowners away from business and industrial propefty. Second, a

major effect of Proposition 13 is the loss of lo6a1 control,

since the state now provided a large share of school revenue frome.

income taxes (rather than properiy taxes, as had been the case

previously) . .This, loss of local,control was -hown to have

idplicatiods for school functiOning.



CASE 14

ShOit y after California passed Proposition 13, Idaho passed

a,similar Initiative.= _Idaho's Ode Percent Initiative also limits

taxes:tel-one percent of market value., The-paper begins by

discussing the Initiative itself, and notes policy ramifications

for the educational system. One major impact on the school

system is that while the Initiative is expected to reducs taxes

by 60 percent, no "bail -out surplus .funds exist in Idaho that
-

may be allocated to the schools as was-the case in California.

The.State Legislature responded to the absence of "bail-out"

funds by rewriting school_finance statutes through a series of-

new House Bills-. Each House Bill and its relation to school

finances was discussed in detail.

to allay the effect of the new in iative on school systems, it

was concluded that schools would probably have to reduce service

levels.

it was no ed that in Idaho, as was the case in.

California, taxpayers would not get therelief they expect,

although the reason was assessment nequities in the past and not
_ .

because of reassessment of the home t market values at the time

f purchase. This problem in California was avoided by allowing

However, despite these efforts

7-=ly two percent'annual-growth 1n-assessments regardless -of -

changes in ownership.



This policy paper augmented Cases 13 and 14 with a continued

diScussion of the effects of Proposition 13 in California and the

one percent initiative in Idaho on their -tive educational

systems; The primary point of this paper as the shift of tax

burdens to private home 9wners from commercial and business

property owners. In &-lifornia, as will be recalled, the

proposition limited taxes to one percent of the market value, and

limited growth in-assessed value to two percent per year, unless

the property is sold, at which time it is reassessed to the

current market value. Howeverp.private homes in California are

sold on the averageof every seven years, resulting in

reassessments of.the home to market valueat that time. In

-contrast, mmercial propery is sold less frequently.

result of this is that home taxes will increase at a faster rate

than will commercial and business taxes. This same effect was

noted in Idaho.

A second-ramifica n of.the proposition was the noted

development of.inequities in home tax-rates. For_example, two

neighbors who live in identical homes, may 'pay different taxes,

-depending upon when their homes were purchased. Finally, these

changesin-taxing procedures-were tied-intd-the-emergence-of

-difficult times for edOcation in terms of available revenue.-
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-Interviewe6
Program

INTBRVI
COST ANALYSIS

I. Yea and context of the study.

What was the decision problem?

o was the primary audience? ient, agency,
district)

What information did they want?

_4._Who_was_the_secondary_audience? (e.g., funding agency, those
who might use or be affected by the study)

,

udy (resources)

analysis did you use?

?Mat types of factors influenced tile analysis strategy
you selected? (e.g., literature, rev$9w, time
financial, or political restraints. or limitations)

How did you identify and assign values ;td cost factors?
(inputs)

If benefits or effectiveness analyses, how did you identify,

measure and value outcomes?

conclusions were drawn from the study

10. How did you present the conc usions to-
(product)

P iary audience?

11. Do.you know if the results of your analysis were utilized and

program changes implemented?



l2.'Have you- been asked to provide any follow-up services for the
client?

What is your perception of client:satisfaction:with the
-,projectZ (e.g-"-what have you heard?) _ -

=

-4 Have-you gotten--feedback from-the clien 'about,
satisfaction?

_

a4. How confident are you with the results you obtained?

were he strengths,of:your study?

16.-What might have been ddne better?
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PROGRAM BUDGETS

An-Educational Resource Center!s program budget will

require the following areas of. consideration:

Personnel: It is recommended that personnel be
paid acdording_to.district guidelines without
preferential treatment. In-the 'Jackson 'County
program,the ERC personnel -(coordinator, secre-
tary, teachers, instructionalaSsistants) were
paid -accordino-to contracts between_ the Jackson
IED and 4ackson Education. Association and Jackson
Classified Employees Association.

ravel: The ERC staff should be reimbursed for
travel from the home school to another building
-for observation,_testing,_and staffing_conferences.
For the first year or two, adopters may also
wish-to provide fbr observation trips to other
'districts employing a mainstream Philosophy.
During the two developmental years of the
Jackson County program, the ERC teachers and
coordinator made a minimum of two such trips.

Yearly.-

Su lies: Centers can be expected to operate
wit w atever supplies budget is-available
within-the districti's special education program.
Optimally, a supplies budget for a first-year
center might be $1,000 for the one-time purchase
of permanent materials. Educational Resource
Centers in Jackson County had a materialsbudget
of $300 per year and an equipment-budget of
100 per year--Suggested supplies-are-described

in Section V.

COst effectivene s: The following cost effective-
ness estimates a e based_on data finam the JaCkson

, County program. Initial implementation cost was
estimated at $24,699 for each center for the
1974-75 school year -Developmental cost for
the 1975-76 school year was $5,932 per center.
The total operational budget per center for
1975-76 was $20,577. Annual per-pupil cost
for an average of two hours of direct instruction
per day was 1 067, based on 20 students.
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MCI12 OUT-OF;OISTRICT COSTS

S.R.A. STRAND GANE AND TEACHER

lib. Skills
using

No. Skills vipm

CONPUTAPES NCI12 PRE/POST STRAND TESTS LAMINATE and ADOPTER'S using Mini NO..

FILE

r FOLDERS

GRADE TAPES Class- Total FILMSTRIPS PACKETS TESTS- TESTS ANS.qv ORIGINALS STUDENT GUIDE FRIEN81,1

LEVEL .75 ea. roan School 3.25 ea. .09 ea. .011 ee. .011 ea. .011 ea .011 ea 1.25 ea. 2.75 el. TUTOR

P T/ 1.25
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unst 41
31 pgs. 31 pgs. 694 orig. S/125.
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-.34 .34 )7.53

1:01
$2.50

72:taKs
Stapestapes

$54.60 5

tapes;

57 Ups 13 P P 2 1/1.25
2nd tapes 8 FS 48 kts Pre 26 30 30 514

142.75 12 P Fist 26 Pg
s pgs

4 °rig. -Soti.25

$26.00 $4.32 IT .33 $6.31
tapes 12.50

0.01:

13 tapes 19 .-

3rd tapes

8.19.75

tapes

4th,
8 tapes 17

$6.00
tapes

tapes

12 taps 6

5th tapes

-tapes

Ti 1.25
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15.25 1'357 ixst 32 .33 33 t5.80 5/1.25" t 52.50
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80

Pip, 24 29 pjs. 29 pgs X41 gig 1 Ti
5 FS 53 pkts pre 29

.31 .31 $4;91 5 1.-25
7si.; posL 29

.11 82 2

14 taps 32
6th tapes

$10,50
32.

tapes

21 tapes 12
7

$15.75 le"
11
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3 15

$9.7.5
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15 , 516,25 $4.59 PproIst 22°0 .18 ..18 $3.11 5/1.25
tapes

S0.78 $2.50

223. 123

tapes tapes

$161.25
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52 Fs
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-
$169,00 $32.85.
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$6:23 $2,14 1244 119:38 2 :
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--EARLY EDUCATION/PRESCHOOL BUDGET-

FOR INITIAL-PROJECT

The following budget is merely an example of anticipated
costs-Jar:a district serving 500 7-600 four (4) and
five -(5) -:year old .Chilsren. (It is estimated that
there*ShoUld=be 61*-M-staff:member for every 100
children being tcreen4d.)-

lexbi;l sty 14ithiOthajOOd6et:deOendsoil each-
_indl4idual district or A§660itilji116 thi-EARLY-

1) Facility
Building.or office space-rent -$ 2;160
Utilities 120

-Initial Annual

Equipment
Telephone
Furniture $ 375
Typewriter 600
Ditto Machine 150

400

Staff.
Coordinator Certified ELF
Learning Disability Consultant 000

speech Therapist (Certified) 6,000
Paraprofessional Home Instructor 3,850
Paraprofessional Home Instnictor 3,850
Secretary/Part-Time FTE.75 3,850

Fixed Charges Variable

Administrative Overhead
'Payroll, Accounting

5) Materials - Curriculum

6) Travel (4 employees approximately @ $75
during Home Instruction period (12 weeks) 300

500

500

Other 300

BO-
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